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Thinner than its predecessor, the DM603 S3 is a 2.5-way stan. The 165 mm lower aluminum cone controller features B&amp;W mushroom construction and is restricted to bass frequencies only, where it operates in parallel with the Dea2 ® cone bass controller. Reduced excursion demand in the low/mid-range unit reduces distortion, not only on bass, but also in the mid-range when accompanied by heavy
bass. The tweeter's response in the ultrasonic region is improved for series 3, recognizing the needs of new high-resolution recording formats. The well-extended bass response and substantial output capacity make the DM603 S3 completely at home in medium to large rooms. Description: 2.5-way ventilation-box system Impedance: 8th (minimum 3.0o) Frequency range (-6dB): 34Hz and 42kHz
Dimensions: H 910mm W 204mm D 287mm Power handling: 150W at 8 h 35.8 W 8 D 11.3 Weight: 19.5 kg / 42.9 lbs. Sensitivity: 90dB spl (2.83V, 1m) B&amp;W Group Ltd T +44 (0) 1903 221800 UK Group (UK Sales) B&amp;W Group North America B&amp;W Group Asia Ltd Dale Road F +44 (0) 1903 221801 T +44 1903 221801 T +44 1903 221801 T +44 1903 221801 T +44 1903 221801 T +44 1903
1903 221801 T +44 1903 1903 221801 T +44 1903 190321 500 T +1 978 664 2870 T +852 2 869 9916 Worthing West Sussex info@bwgroup.com E uksales@bwgroup.com E marketing@bwgroupusa.com E showroom@bwgroup.hk BN11 2BH England www.bwspeakers.com 1 Decouple Double Dome Aluminum Twitter: Bowers Envelope Speaker &amp; Wilkins 603 adopts a refined and updated version of
the proven decoupled double dome aluminum tweeter (1), offering 38 kHz breakout performance. The Decoupled Double Dome tweeter uses a thin, lightweight aluminum dome, surrounded by a thicker ring, to prevent audible distortion. Decoupling also helps prevent cabinet vibrations from reaching the tweeter. The synthetic gel cushions the decoupled tweeter, with the insulated assembly of the mounting
hardware. The result is a more natural, spacious and pure sound. 6 Continuous Cone Mid-Range Controller: The 603-bra speaker features a single 6 Continuum cone FST (fixed suspension transducer) mid-range controller, taken from B&amp;W's 800 series diamond. Thanks to its composite construction, the Continuum cone provides smooth and precise sound by avoiding abrupt transitions in behavior
that can affect the performance of a conventional drive unit and cause distortion. As a result, voice and instruments are delivered with purity and precision. Two 6.5 bass paper cone woofers: The Bowers &amp; Wilkins 603 houses two 6.5 paper cone woofers with rubber envelopes. These 6.5 paper cone woofers offer deep, precise and natural sound bass. Flowport Technology: The B&amp;W 603 stand
speaker uses Flowport technology to create a smooth, deep and Its bass reflex housing features a flared rear-cooking dimple port that provides natural bass response without turbulent noise or distortion. If you want to reduce the bass volume without moving the speaker further away from the wall, place the included foam plug in the rear trigger port for minor bass Note: You can adjust the low frequency
performance of the standing speaker using the supplied foam plug. The foam cap is two pieces, allowing a degree of fine adjustment using the larger diameter outer part in insulation or the two parts together. Using only the larger diameter outer foam part will provide less bass attenuation than the entire foam cap assembly. Acoustically transparent magnetic grille: The Bowers &amp; Wilkins 603 comes with
an acoustically transparent magnetic grille that is easy to install, looks great and doesn't get in the way of sound. Dual Binding Post Terminals: The standing speaker has two sets of fixing poles connected by bridge belts. The junction post terminals will accept bare cables, pin connectors, shovel connectors or banana plugs (only). There are plastic inserts that will have to be removed from the junction post
terminals in order to use banana plugs. Using the dual junction pole terminals, you can choose bi-amp or bi-wire the speaker (when looking towards the back of the enclosure - the left set of link posts are for high frequency controllers; the right set of link posts are for low frequency controllers). Bi-wiring: Bi-wiring can provide noticeable improvements in the overall transparency of your speakers. Run
separate speaker cables to low and high frequency controllers from a single amplifier. Bi-Amping: Bi-amping allows you to use separate amplifiers for the high and low frequency sections of your speaker for greater dynamic range and less distortion. We recommend that your separate amplifiers have an identical gain to preserve the speaker's voice balance. Note: Make sure that the bridge belts between the
dual-fastening post terminals are removed when making a bi-amp or bi-wire connection type. Rubber feet or spike: The Bowers &amp; Wilkins 603 foot speaker comes with a plinth (base), rubber feet and beaks. The socket (base) is attached to the bottom of the speaker enclosure using the supplied hardware. The rubber foot or tip is screwed into the bottom of the socket (base). Use rubber feet for
hardwood floors, laminates, tiles and vinyls. Use the peak feet for the carpet floor. Dimensions with rubber legs: 12,625 (w) x 40.75 (h) x 14,625 (d) Dimensions with spike feet: 12,625 (w) x 4 1.5 (h) x 14,625 (d) Note: The 603-foot speaker should always be used with the socket (base) and feet installed for optimal performance and adequate stability. Placement options: Moving the speaker standing further
away from walls will generally reduce the bass volume. The space behind the speakers will also help create a depth auditory impression. For the moving the speakers closer to the walls will increase the bass volume. Stereo Setup: Standing speakers should be placed between 4,9375' and 9,875' away in two corners of an equilateral triangle completed by the listening area at the third corner. Speakers
should be approximately 1,625' away the back wall, and at least 1,625' away from any side wall. Home Theater: If the standing speakers are to be used for the front channels in a home theater system, place the speakers within approximately 1,625' on the sides of the TV screen to keep the sound image at scale with the visual image. Ideally, the speakers are at least 1,625' away from any side wall. Bowers
&amp; Wilkins 600 Series: The Bowers &amp; Wilkins 600 series consists of a standing speaker (603), two bookshelf speakers (606 / 607), a center channel speaker (HTM6) and three powered subwoofers (ASW608 / ASW610 / ASW610). The 600 Series delivers the historical sound of Bowers &amp; Wilkins in simple 2-channel stereo applications or more complex home theater configurations. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
8 9 10 11 12 13 15 15 16 17 18 19 20 A volume greater than 80 decibels may be harmful to hearing. When the volume exceeds 120 decibels, direct damage can even occur. The likelihood of hearing damage depends on listening frequency and duration. The 603 S2 Anniversary Edition is the largest and most capable speaker in the 600 Series Anniversary Edition range. An envelope designed to deliver
exceptional power and musical accuracy. Perfect for larger rooms and also ideal for home theater. Available in a new wood effect finish, as well as in black and white. The new 603 S2 Anniversary Edition adopts a refined and updated version of the proven Decoupled Double Dome tweeter, offering 38 kHz breakout performance. The result? Accurate and immersive playback of your favorite music. Voices
and instruments are delivered with purity and precision, thanks to the revolutionary Cone Continuum, as found on our flagship 800 Diamond Series. Once reserved only for our most revered models, Continuum offers you cleaner and more accurate performance. The 603 S2 Anniversary Edition features two low-frequency optimized cones that combine excellent extension and superlative accuracy to give
high levels of controlled bass with your favorite music and movies. In addition to celebratory cosmetic changes, 600 Series Anniversary Edition also benefits from a new crossover design optimized with carefully selected components, offering a greater view of your music. Model 603 S2 Anniversary Edition Description 3-way ventilated box system Features Decoupled Double Dome aluminum tweeter
Continuum™ FST cone™ mid-range Flowport paper bass cones™ Drive units 1x 25mm (1 in) high frequency aluminum dome 1x 150mm (6 in) Continuum™ FST cone™ 2x 165mm mid-range (6.5 in) Paper bass frequency range -6dB at 28Hz and 33kHz Frequency response 48Hz - 28kHz ±3dB Sensitivity 88.5dB spl (2.83V, 1m) Harmonic distortion 2nd and 3rd (90dB, 90dB, 1m) &lt;1% 90Hz - 22 kHz
&lt;0.5% 120Hz - 20kH Normal impedance 8o (minimum 3.0o) Recommended amplifier power 30W - 200W in 8 in the program without trimming Dimensions Height: 98o 5mm (38.8 in) cabinet only 1055mm (41.5 in) with Socket Width: 190mm (7.5 in) cabinet only 320mm (12.6 in) with socket Depth: 340mm (13.4 in) in) (14.6 in) with socket Net weight 24.1 kg (53.1 lb) Cabinet ends Black, White, Oak Grille
ends Black, Grey Register for our newsletter Get the latest product news, reviews and invitations exclusive to all Bowers &amp; Wilkins events. Thank you for subscribing to our newsletter, we are committed to sending you only valuable and relevant information! Relevant!
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